1. Introduction

Rail turnouts are complex assemblies of components used to divert a train from a particular rail track onto another track [1]. Rail turnouts are conflictive sections within a railway corridor as they constitute an exceptional discontinuity within the railway layout [2-4]. Furthermore, they are compound of complex assemblies (see Figure 1), which are composed of unique elements with different risk profiles to railway operations [2]. Only from the year period 2010 to 2015, nearly 572
derailments has been reported in the EU [5], while they account for 200 million of Euros in losses per year [6].

A report created by the UK Rail Safety & Standards Board in 2004, reported that that 28 % out of 1657 derailments that occurred during the years 1992 to 2001 were due to tracks not being complaint with the pertaining standards [7]. Three factors relevant to track standards analysis are Track Access, Increases in Track Degradation and Staff Competencies [7,8]. Since rail turnouts are a critical source of risk within railway designs and the increase in track degradation affects the quality of the turnout manufacturer product, these combined factors are the focus of the present study.

Risk management can proactively help to mitigate risk at design stage. Previous studies have studied the relationship between building design mitigation process and construction health and safety, also called Construction Hazards Prevention Through Design (CHPtD) [9-11]. Apart from construction hazards prevention, risk management methodologies have the potential to be integrated into the design stages [12, 13]. Building Information modeling can bridge the gap between design and risk management [14]. However, there is a lack of research that study prevention through design in relation to BIM processes. Therefore, there are two objectives to this research 1) to explore the relationship between rail turnout degradation risk management and BIM design processes and 2) to study issues that should be considered to create a Level of Development (3D model and embedded data model element progression) driven BIM database. The study uses the Information Delivery Manual standard which is used to develop the interoperable data format Industry Foundation Class (IFC) and its Model View Definitions (MVD).

2. Background for LOD rule validation

In the last years Building Information Modeling has helped teams to generate value through early collaborative work [18]. This is seen as a solution to address the problem of fragmentation between design and construction which traditionally has resulted in inefficient work practices and costly changes late in the construction phase [19, 20]. The integration of early input from contractors, installers, fabricators, and suppliers as well as from designers allows to shift the decision making forward using BIM to model and simulate the project [21]. The use of BIM in the design process allows the potential to include project risk and value in the design review process, considered in parallel to engineering design, rather than as an activity performed separately, later in the design process (as it currently is)[21]. For example, the 2015 US National Model Railroad Association (NMRA) Technical Note TN-12, recommends a final visual and graphical check to evaluate rail turnouts calculations consistency with Computer Aided Design (CAD) drawings. However, the automated checking of model quality and regulations’ adherence could eliminate human prone errors from the design process [23].
In 2008, the American Institute of Architects (AIA), defined the Level of Development (LOD) [20], which is the term most used worldwide for defining BIM object content progress along the project development. It is used for coordinating modelling efforts between multiple parties [20]. This specification defines the model LOD as measure of model, estimate and schedule progression [20]. Currently, The LOD specification can be regarded as a measure standard and as such could be compared to a metric standard [21]. One example of this is the International System of Units kilogram, which as a controlled and fixed measure of mass could be considered as a benchmark against which all can compare [21]. However, its potential to serve as a measure of model progression for other uses rather than modelling, scheduling and cost (i.e risk management) has been underestimated. For the LOD to serve as a code validation tool the problem of domain expertise interpretation for the creation of the rules needs to be solved [22].

The Information Delivery Manual is used to create the Industry Foundation Class (common use data exchange interoperable format) Model View Definitions, which are contractual agreements that serve to include use case geometry, variables and rules relevant for the receiver of the data exchange [19]. The present research proposes modifying the Information Delivery Manual for the creation of a framework that allows the transformation of tacit turnout railway knowledge into appropriate LOD Exchange Requirements (data packages). Previous research has suggested attaching an LOD definition to an IDM Exchange requirement for IDM creation consistency [22, 23]. The creation of a risk LOD driven interoperable database will definitely have an impact on future design code checking and consequential risk assessment exercises.

3. Methodology

In order to develop a BIM IS database, which could be used for rail turnout design risk mitigation, the authors modified the IDM data gathering process to adapt its methodology to the product LOD specification requirements. Although, the scope of this study is limited to rail turnouts risk management, the knowledge data mining methods presented below, could be applied to other BIM applications and Architectural, Engineering and Construction (AEC) products.

The IDM methodology steps proposed within the Wix and Karlshoj’s (2010) IDM Guide to Components and Development Methods [24], is used within the present research (see Figure 2). However, the study is limited to the Process Discovery, Data Mining, Process Map and Exchange Requirements stages. The Process Map stage will be the focus of study within this paper and its impact within the Functional Part and Business Rules stages will be tested in further studies.

Therefore, the first step consists on identifying the principal processes for rail turnouts design. Furthermore, the link between design and risk has been studied by identifying the design factors influencing rail degradation.

The Data Mining stage consisted on studying the current literature published on Rail Turnout Design. This stage allows to deduct attributes associated with each of the design risk critical decision points. The following studies [25-30], [28, 29, 31-33] and the authors’ experience on rail risk management were found sufficient to link attributes to critical decision points.

The process Map stage required studying the Business Process Modeling Notation language (BPMN). The organisational, behavioural and informational perspective were studied in relation to the LOD. Its intrinsic constituents: BIM use, Stage, LOD number of definitions, Geometry and Classification System were discretised to analyse its behaviour and impact within the functional perspective.
Finally, built on the previous stages, Exchange requirements associated to LOD definitions were identified and categorized for its inclusion within the BIM risk database.

![Figure 2](image-url)  
**Figure 2.** Process discovery and data mining development sequence [21]

### 3.1. Process discovery of the design factors influencing rail degradation.

The discovery process entailed the analysis of various sources of information, including theses [25-27], journal papers [28, 29, 31-34] and engineering books [30]. The design factors contributing to rail degradation in order of occurrence are the following: Rail Size, Rail-Wheel Material Type, Rail Profile, Track Alignment, Track construction and Rail Welding. Track construction sub-factors account for Superelevation, Track Elevation, Cant and Track curvature. A cause and effect diagram summarises the factors contributing to rail degradation (see Figure 3).

![Figure 3](image-url)  
**Figure 3.** Cause effect diagram on design factors causing rail degradation

### 3.2. Data Mining.

After deducing the design factors that lead to rail degradation, a data mining process is carried out. Within this section, we have analysed design factors related literature and found the attributes required to prepare the BIM model for a risk analysis based on design factors causing rail degradation. The critical factors analysed are the following:

- **Rail Size:** The rail size degradation factor depends on the weight of the rail type expressed in kilograms per metre [27]. Therefore, when designing a rail for degradation mitigation purposes, the rail type should be selected based on the section weight given by the manufacturer.

- **Rail Wheel material type:** Rail turnouts are critical points where the rail suffers maximum stress concentration [26]. Thus, manufacturers provide rails which tensile strength and toughness are increased by heat treatment to be used within this critical railway points [26]. The tensile strength of the steel measures the free propagation of a crack under stress and is measured in megapascals or newtons/millimeter² [35]. The fracture toughness is also an important mechanical properties of the steel and are measured in Pa·m¹/² [32]. The types of steel are sorted out by their steel name, for example for check rails we can find the R200, R260, R320Cr types [33]. They give a measure of the tensile strength and material quality [36].
Rail Profile: Rail profiles are designed according to their operational requirements. For example, the section shape. The EN 13674-3:2006+A1 gives a list of check rail profiles, for example 33C1, 36C1, 40C1 and so on [38].

Track alignment: Track alignment irregularity causes lateral shift of a wheelset. Therefore, the rail-wheel geometry relationship is affected by a misalignment which is measured in mm [38]. The effects of track alignment irregularity are wheel-rail wear. However, proper studied misalignment is beneficial to improve structure irregularity of turnout [38].

Track construction: The selection of appropriate railway curve parameters in combination with superelevation, track elevation plays a significant role to reduce rail wear [39].

- Superelevation or cant is measured in cm and is considered the difference in height between the inner and outer rail on a curve.
- track curvature: The main parameters to consider are curve radius, circular curve length and the transition curve length all measured in meters.

Rail welding: There are several weld techniques which can introduce defects into the rail such as porosity, blowholes, cracks or slag inclusions [40]. Rail welding is a critical operation that results in residual stresses which might be the cause of rail web failure [27].

3.3. Process Map

The IDM Process Map for rail turnout design code checking generated for this research is shown in Figure 5. The selection of the best LOD approach for the elaboration of a risk management database required a deep study of the LOD intrinsic constructs. Although many LOD specifications exist around the world, only three were analysed for its inclusion within the IDM. The LOD specification G202-2013 created by the American institute of Architects in the USA [41], the BIM Forum LOD Specification [42], and the PAS 1192-2-2013 [43] Level of Definition in the UK served to fulfill the sense of saturation needed to extract some preliminary conclusions. The following LOD constructs shown in Table 1 were compared: Classification, Stage, BIM use, LOD type and Illustration.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. LOD constructs compared</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The NMRA Technical Note TN-12 Engineering Analysis and Geometric Design of Mode Railroad Turnouts [1], sets the recommended design rationale used within this research to elaborate the Process Map.

3.4. Exchange Requirements
The LOD deduction process entailed analysing and comparing the LOD constructs against the design rationale from the NMRA. Furthermore, the cause effect diagram on design factors causing rail degradation (see Figure 3) helped to carry out the data mining exercise in section… The previous sections helped to deduct attributes as per LOD progression phases (Table 2).

Table 2. Rail turnout degradation attributes and units as per LOD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>LOD</th>
<th>Attributes</th>
<th>Units</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>Rail-Wheel material type</td>
<td>Material Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Tensile strength</td>
<td>Mpa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Toughness</td>
<td>Pa.m(^{1/2})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>Rail profile</td>
<td>Profile Type</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rail size</td>
<td>Kg/m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>350</td>
<td>Track alignment</td>
<td>mm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>Superelevation</td>
<td>cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Curvature</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rail welding</td>
<td>Weld Type</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Results and Discussion
The present study has proposed the implementation of a framework for rail turnout code checking based on the LOD model progression (see Figure 4):

![Figure 4. framework for rail turnout code checking based on the LOD model progression](image)

The use of the framework yielded the following LOD progression to support design data checking for rail turnout risk mitigation (see Error! Reference source not found.):

- LOD 100 and LOD 200: The American Railway Engineering Association (AREA) and the NMRA sets tabulated dimensions for turnouts. First, the designer should generate an approximate design. For example, as stipulated within the NMRA Technical Note TN-12 scale-independent equations.
- LOD 300: Later, the designer should consider producing scaled models with consistent dimensions, i.e. based on AREA and NMRA tabulated dimensions. Thus, using interoperable dimensions for product manufacturing comparison and selection [1].
- LOD 350: At this stage, the rail clearance should be inferred from the model, i.e. this can be useful to set the minimum railheads distance in a switch heel, which will be a function of the wheel flange thickness. Other relationships between parallel rails can be inferred, for example track alignment.
- LOD 400: Finally, installation and construction requirements can be inferred from the model and weld type and position can be precisely indicated.
The criteria for choosing a LOD specification was based on its benefits for code checking validation and generation of a risk database. The following LOD constructs were analysed: Classification, Stage, BIM use, LOD type and Illustration.

The AIA G202-2013 LOD allows for 4 authorised uses (Coordination, Analysis, Estimating and Scheduling), while it sets 5 phases of model progression that ranges from 100 (Generic), 200 (Approximate), 300 (Specific), 400 (Installation) and 500 (As build). Similarly, the BIM Forum LOD Specification v2013, introduces the LOD 350 for clash detection purposes [42]. Within these two specifications there are not LOD-Stage bindings. Thus, making it an accessible specifications to carry out model checks at the designer’s interest as an activity parallel to design.

On the contrary, the PAS 1192, is a LOD-stage binding specification, which makes it difficult to specify product model progression independently of other products or assemblies [43]. The levels of model progression are the following 1 (Brief), 2 (Concept), 3 (Definition), 4 (Design), 5 (Build and Commission), 6 (Handover and closeout) and 7 (Operation).

Finally, the BIM Forum Specification gives a detailed description and illustration as per LOD, making LOD specification reliable both as model exchange input and output. Furthermore, it uses a classification system based on the Uniformat 2010 classification which could be used to identify products within BIM databases.

It was found that the best approach to code checking risk mitigation entailed selecting: LODs based on a classification system, non-stage dependent LODs, illustration based LODs and authorized uses which the designer can rely upon.

The advantage of LOD based design code checking over the previous approach (CAD files visual inspection) is that it can be used to minimize human prone design errors and mitigate its translation into the construction stages. The presented approach could also help to detect problems during design at periodical preset milestones without affecting later design stages. Thus, minimizing waste during design.

Furthermore, the wide LOD variety of constructs, gives place to freedom of choice for purpose-based LOD construct selection. However, a framework for LOD implementation must be adopted by the industry in order to be able to advance in the field of IDM LOD based rule creation.

5. Conclusion
The present paper modifies the IDM methodology to integrate risk assessment methodologies during the IDM process discovery stage. Furthermore, it studies various LOD constructs for its implementation within the IDM standard. The integration of design factors causing risk, i.e. risk of derailment in railway turnouts, during the data discovery process of the IDM methodology has helped to discretize only the required data to build a risk management BIM database. The assignment of an LOD construct to a set of data, requires specialised management and process related expertise. This study is limited to single type of manufacturing product and BIM use. However, once the LOD implementation process within the IDM has been established it sets the link for prevention through design BIM risk management. Notwithstanding, the authors acknowledge that other researchers might find difficulties on selecting the best LOD approach to code checking. Thus, future study will study the proposal of a LOD framework for IDM implementation with the aim to advance in the area of LOD based code checking.
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6. Appendix A
Figure 5. IDM process map for rail turnout design code checking.